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Sales

1st User
₹4999

2nd User
Onwards
₹2999

Manage your sales process to make it more efficient and streamlined.

Prospective Customers & Customers

Inquiries

Quotations

Orders

Proforma Invoice

Invoice

Purchase
Prospective Suppliers & Suppliers

Inquiries

Quotations

Orders

Proforma Invoice

Invoice

1st User 2nd User
Onwards
₹999*
₹599*

*Applicable only if subscribed along with Sales Module. Without Sales Module, subscription price would be
4999/- for 1st user and 2999/- for 2nd user onwards.

Store

1st User
₹999*

2nd User
Onwards
₹599*

Manage your inventory with ease.

Item with category

Stock / Inventory Management

Sales / Purchase Challan

Sales / Purchase Return

*Subsctiption of sales and purchase modules is mandatory along with store module.

Customer Care

1st User
₹999*

Handle your customers' queries and complaints with ease.

Customer History

Complaints Handling

*Subscription of sales module is mandatory along with customer care module.

2nd User
Onwards
₹599*
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Accounting

1st User
₹3999*

2nd User
Onwards
₹2399*

Manage your accounting in an actual double entry system with ease.

Ledger Based Accounting

Bank / Cash Management

Journal Vouchers

Payment & Receipts

Expense Vouchers

Credit / Debit Notes

Credit Analysis

Accounting Statements

*Subsctiption of sales and purchase modules is mandatory along with accounting module.

HRMS

1st User
₹999*

Employees

Holidays

Leaves management by admin

Set working hours

Update employee attendance

Salary Management

2nd User
Onwards
₹599*

*Applicable only if subscribed along with any 1 Module other than HRMS. Without any other module, subscription
price would be 2999/- for 1st user and 1799/- for 2nd user onwards.

Production

1st User
₹2999*

2nd User
Onwards
₹1799*

Manage your entire production process including your batch formulations and production quality control.

Production Formula Management

Batch Management

*Subscription of store module is mandatory along with production module.

Quality Control

1st User
₹2999*

Manage your testing cycles and produce test certificates

Testing Job Card Management

*Subscription of store module is mandatory along with Quality Control module.

2nd User
Onwards
₹1799*
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1st User

2nd User
Onwards

SALES + PURCHASES + STORE + ACCOUNTING + CUSTOMER CARE +
PRODUCTION + QUALITY CONTROL + HRMS

18992

11395

SALES + PURCHASES + STORE + ACCOUNTING

14996

8998

SALES + PURCHASES + STORE

6997

4198

SALES + PURCHASES + STORE + PRODUCTION

9996

5998

SALES + PURCHASES + STORE + PRODUCTION +
QUALITY CONTROL

12995

7797

SALES + PURCHASES + STORE + PRODUCTION + QUALITY CONTROL +
ACCOUNTING

16994

10196

10% off if you subscribe to all modules.
5% off if you subscribe to more than 4 modules but not all of them.
10% off if your company has more than 5 users.
10% off if you subscribe with more than 1 companies.
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All of the prices mentioned above are guiding prices only. If required, customer are
free to choose the individual features rather than chosing whole modules. There is no
set pricing for individual feature based subscriptions, but the said pricing shall not
exceed the pricing of whole modules.
All of the prices mentioned above are for the subscription duration of 1 year.
Subscription renewal cost at the end of subscribed tenure might be same or
higher than original subscription cost. However, Bitsware is commited to not
increase the subscription cost for next 2 renewal cycles.
All of the prices mentioned above are excluding GST or any other government taxes
& duties
100% Advance payment would be required. For payment to be considered, it should
have been realized in our bank account. Cheque / DD should be in favor of
'Bitsware' payable at Ahmedabad.
Free customization provided to customers is limited to the customization of subscribed
modules only. Decision of Bitsware if the customization is a part of subscribed
modules or not shall be final and binding.
For integration of new customization requests or for fixing issues / bugs in the existing
system, customers should provide Bitsware with sufficient time to allow proper
developments and testing cycles to be completed.
Customization requests of all the customers are queued on the basis of first come
first serve. Depending on the business requirements and urgencies, Bitsware migth
decide to change the order of customization queue, which might delay some of the
customization requests.
Bitsware is free to amend the customization requirements to suit larger user base, as
long as it meets the requesting customer's requirements in terms of the required
functionality. Customers should not expect to be able to get the exact same interface
that they might have in mind. However, Bitsware is bound to provide printing and
reporting formats to meet the exact customer requirements.
Once subscription has been started, customers can add or remove modules / features
as per their requiremens. If customer removes any modules / features, the costing for
the same shall be adjusted during next renewal cost and no refund would be provided,
even if the customer choses not to renew their subscription.
There are no restrictions on the number of users, number of records or the
amount / size of data that is stored by using of the said system.
In case of any dispute, resolutions would be subject to Ahmedabad jurisdiction.

